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Century-Line® Sleeves are thermoplastic wall or floor pipe penetration sleeves. One person
working alone can usually install a Century-Line® Sleeve regardless of the size.

1. Measure the center line to
position Century-Line® Sleeve
end cap.

2. Nail one of the end caps at
the marked center line.

3. Place the Century-Line®
Sleeve on the end cap. When
field cutting non standard CS

4. Place second end cap on
sleeve. Check to determine
that the cap is properly insert-

Always Wear Safety Equipment When Using
Century-Line Sleeves & Link-Seal Modular Seals!

sleeve lengths, the sleeve and
endcaps total length should be
one-fourth (1/4”) longer than
the thickness of the wall.
Note: To insure minimum water
migration, center the water stop
in wall by cutting equal lengths
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from each end of the sleeve,
except as noted below.

Always install Link-Seal
modular seals on side A

5. For additional stability, it’s
necessary to secure the
sleeve with wire to the rebar.
Insert the other end cap firmly,
check that second end cap is

6. After the concrete is poured
and cured, remove end caps
with screw driver or crow bar.
End caps may be replaced to
protect sleeve until pipe pene-

Wall Cut From Dimension Cut From Dimension
Thickness Left End A Right End B
16” 0.0” 7.125” 0.0” 7.125”
14” .875” 6.125” .875” 6.125”
12” 1.875” 5.125” 1.875” 5.125”
10” 2.375” 4.625” 3.375” 3.625”
8” 2.375” 4.625” 5.375” 1.625”

Notes:
1. Example: To convert 16” to 12”,
cut 1.875” off each end.
2. Endcaps leave 1/2” depression

positioned correctly, confirm
sleeve length and close the
form.

tration is made. Depression in face of the con-
crete formed by the endcaps. 1/2” in face of concrete.

3. On sleeves under 12” length,
install Link-Seal® modular seal on

Alternative Technique Using Threaded Rod the “long side” of the waterstop.
(a) For Link-Seal® modular seals
models LS-200, LS-275, LS-300,
LS-315, LS-340 and LS-360 -
install with pressure plates flush
with outer edge of the sleeve.
(b) For Link-Seal® modular seals
models LS-325, LS-400, LS-410,
LS-425 and LS-475 - install with
presure plates partially inserted
into the sleeve. When tightened,
the pressure plates will “pull” into
the sleeve.
(c) For Link-Seal® modular seals
models LS-500, LS-525, LS-575,
LS-600 and LS-650 - the minimum

After nailing end cap to form,
drive (threaded rod*) through
the end plate and form and
(thread nut*) on other side.
Note: Remember to measure
the (threaded rod*) to match
the length of the sleeve.

Place the sleeve over the end
cap nailed to the form.

* = Not Provided by
PSI.

Place second cap on the
sleeve and use a (block of
wood*) and (wing nut*) to
tighten unit in place. Make
certain sleeve is plumb.

sleeve length is 10”. Follow the
instructions in 3 above.



Disclaimer 
Please note, failure to select the correct materials or products we supply (“the Products”) may result in damage to plant, 
equipment or property. In some instances, it may cause death or personal injury. We are not designers and do not give 
advice about design related matters concerning the Products. We can help and assist with the technical specifications for 
the Products. In specific applications, particularly where critical conditions exist, we will try to assist you within the 
limitations of the services that we offer. All information supplied by us is intended as technical co-operation outlining the 
specifications of the different Products which we supply. To the extent permitted in law, no warranty is given in respect 
of any information supplied by us. The customer must satisfy themselves as to the suitability of the Products for their 
intended application and use. The correct fitting of Products is the responsibility of the customer. Your statutory rights 
remain unaffected. Save in respect of death, personal injury or fraud, our entire liability to you, however arising from the 
supply of Products shall be limited to the £10M indemnity amount provided by our insurers. 


